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Chapter 191: A Deadly Kiss? 2 

At noon, they did their own scenes and in the afternoon, they were asked by the director to re-film the 

scene from the day before. 

The crew members were just arranging the site when Fu Shiyi leaned forward and whispered. 

“Are we really going to do it?” 

“Is there any other way out?” Gu Weiwei countered. 

In the morning, they spared no effort in trying to persuade Yi An not to continue with the kissing scene, 

but Yi An did not approve. 

“I will be dead tomorrow if we really do it.” Fu Shiyi said helplessly. 

Gu Weiwei felt her forehead. “It shouldn’t be a big problem. He is your brother.” 

“You really don’t know my brother very well.” Fu Shiyi said with a sigh. 

He and Fu Shiqin feared no one at home, not even their father, except for their eldest brother. 

“Just lie down there, and I will do it from a different angle.” 

“No, that won’t work either.” 

“Then what is your plan?” 

“Even if we don’t really kiss, I will still be dead if my brother thinks that we did.” 

Fu Shiyi shook his head, objecting to her suggestion. 

They were just talking, when Yi An spoke through loudspeaker. 

“Get ready, everyone, the filming is starting.” 

Fu Shiyi glanced at her and walked in front of the camera, looking ready to sacrifice himself. 

Tang Shaoqi and Gu Changfeng had been companions for half a month after they ran into each other in 

Ningcheng and they appreciated each other’s skills. 

Tang Shaoqi helped Gu Changfeng drive away those who tried to steal away the Treasure Map, whilst Gu 

Changfeng had also helped Tang Shaoqi to deal with those who came to take revenge on her. 

Gu Changfeng suggested becoming Tang Shaoqi’s sworn brother after he drank some wine, but Tang 

Shaoqi had turned him down. 

As the sun was setting, the two of them were drinking together. 

Gu Changfeng poured two bowls of wine and said, “Brother Tang, we have been through life and death 

together, several times.” 



“What about... us becoming sworn brothers in front of this Temple.” 

Tang Shaoqi took a sip from the wine. “I am not going to be your sworn brother.” 

“Why?” Gu Changfeng was confused. 

“I am leaving tomorrow.” Tang Shaoqi said. 

Gu Changfeng poured her another bowl of wine. “Then let’s get drunk today and then I will see you off.” 

As the evening approached, the two of them were both very drunk. 

With one hand over her forehead, Tang Shaoqi became less tipsy and looked at Gu Changfeng who was 

totally drunk and hunched over the table. 

The Master of the Tang Family, who was cold and arrogant, felt Gu Changfeng’s face as a soft gentleness 

crept into her eyes. 

“Do you know why I can’t be your sworn brother?” 

Having asked this, she approached Gu Changfeng little by little. 

.... 

Yi An and the scriptwriter were looking very forward to seeing this crucial step in front of the camera... 

But Gu Weiwei did not kiss him even though her lips were a centimeter away. 

Fu Shiyi’s face was totally twisted, and it was impossible to film the scene. 

“Cut!” Director shouted. 

“Kiss!” 

“And Gu Changfeng, what is that face for? Will you die if she kisses you?” 

“...” Fu Shiyi felt so wronged that he almost wanted to cry. 

Gu Weiwei felt helpless. “Director Yi, what about us changing to another method, I just cannot kiss him.” 

She truly could not kiss Fu Shiyi. 

Yi An sighed. She was simply too young to do the kissing scene. 

“Shiyi, Tang Shaoqi is inexperienced, teach her how to do it!” 

“What?” Fu Shiyi’s eyes widened. 

Teaching his brother’s girlfriend how to kiss him? That was literally a trap of death! 

Gu Weiwei sighed, got up and suggested something to the director. 

“Director Yi, I have another idea for this scene, what about us acting according to our own ideas first?” 

Chapter 192: Do Your Best 



The director and scriptwriter exchanged a look with one another. They understood that she was not at 

all willing to do the kissing scene. 

“Weiwei, actually, it is not that bad if you do the kissing scene now.” 

“You are not in a bad position if you give your first kiss to Shiyi.” 

Gu Weiwei’s lips twitched. If not for Fu Hanzheng, she would indeed not be in a bad position. 

But hundreds of kilometers away, she could feel how jealous Fu Hanzheng was, and she would never be 

able to do the scene. 

Fu Shiyi felt so helpless. She would not be the one put into the bad position... it was him who would be 

killed. 

“Please, let us try the new idea first.” Gu Weiwei said sincerely. 

Yi An thought for a while and nodded. 

“Then try your idea first. Let’s take a look at it.” 

She was a skilled actress who was always able to act according to their ideas. 

So let her try acting according to her ideas this time. 

When the director approved of her suggestion, Gu Weiwei told Fu Shiyi what he should do. 

“If we fail even one take, we will need to do the kissing scene, so do your best now!” 

“I know.” 

Fu Shiyi nodded. He had to act it out well to save himself! 

When the two of them were ready, they walked in front of the camera and started acting. 

In order to move the director, the two of them acted from the very beginning. 

Fu Shiyi also acted so attentively, that he presented a brand-new version of himself, looking very much 

like the hero from the ancient times. 

.... 

“Brother Tang, we have been through life and death several times. What about becoming... sworn 

brothers in front of the Temple?” 

Tang Shaoqi’s hand slightly shivered as she took a sip of the wine. She lowered her gaze and said, “I am 

not going to be your sworn brother.” 

She showed a shy expression as she lowered her gaze. 

Gu Changfeng asked, with a frown, “Why?” 

They had been through life and death together so many times, all this time. 

They were just like brothers, so why could they not become sworn brothers? 



Tang Shaoqi looked at the lake under the setting sun and said slowly, “I am leaving to go home 

tomorrow.” 

Gu Changfeng said, as he poured two bowls of wine, “Then let’s get drunk tonight, and then I will see 

you off.” 

As the evening approached, the two of them were totally drunk. 

With one hand over her forehead, Tang Shaoqi started to flush red as she looked at Gu Changfeng who 

was slumped over the table. 

This young Master of the Tang Family started to look gentle, rather than his usual arrogant and cold self. 

As her long fingers brushed over Gu Changfeng’s handsome face, she leaned forward and whispered, 

“Do you know why I can’t become your sworn brother?” 

Her voice was no longer firm, but gentler now. 

Gu Changfeng opened his eyes as his friend moved so closely to him. 

“...Brother Tang, you look very pretty.” 

Tang Shaoqi smiled brightly as she said, “Gu Changfeng, we are going to have a fight at Shili Pavilion, 

tomorrow afternoon.” 

“If you beat me, I will become your sworn brother.” 

Having said these words, she got up and disappeared into the darkness. 

Gu Changfeng sat up and smiled at the fading figure. 

“Okay! See you at Shili Pavilion tomorrow afternoon!” 

.... 

Yi An and the scriptwriter nodded happily as they watched the performance. 

“This is better, much better.” 

They had been thinking that after Tang Shaoqi kissed Gu Changfeng, she would leave a note that would 

say ‘if you beat me in the fight at Shili Pavilion tomorrow afternoon, I will become your sworn brother.’ 

However, Gu Changfeng did not attend the meeting, and that was when he missed Tang Shaoqi, who 

had dressed up as a girl. 

Later on, when they met again, Tang Shaoqi was already the murderer that turned the Xuanyuan Group 

into a bloodbath. 

And then the two, who were almost sworn brothers, became each other’s worst enemy. 

Chapter 193: Face or Ability 

If the scene was acted properly, Tang Shaoqi would become a role the public both loved and loathed. 



If the scene was not done well, Tang Shaoqi would become someone who was completely detested by 

the public. 

Because of this, Mu Weiwei totally showcased how sincere and devoted Tang Shaoqi was, so that she 

gripped the audience’s heart. 

Fu Shiyi was also performing extremely well. 

He especially acted really well, when he said “Brother Tang, you are so pretty.” 

The director watched the clip twice in a row and patted Fu Shiyi’s shoulders. 

“You can work as a capable man, so why are you always aiming to be a pretty man instead?” 

Fu Shiyi adjusted his hairstyle and said proudly, “Why must I work as a capable man, when I can just use 

my face?” 

“...” Gu Weiwei’s lips twitched. 

Yi An rolled his eyes at him speechlessly and turned to Gu Weiwei, looking pleased. 

“Weiwei, your school semester starts soon, we can finish your scenes in these next two days, so that you 

can return as quickly as possible.” 

Thanks, Director Yi.” Gu Weiwei bowed gratefully. 

“Then I need to return to make the theme song, I want to finish my scenes too.” Fu Shiyi said, sounding 

displeased. 

He only took on this film because he was protecting his brother’s girlfriend for him. 

Now that she was returning, there was no need for him to stay. 

“You still have tons of scenes to make. It’s not yet the time for you to return.” Yi An glared. 

This boy was a skilled actor, but he never wanted to focus upon acting because he had a pretty face. 

The two of them made another scene on a different site before returning to the hotel. 

Fu Shiyi truly did not want to eat the food served at the hotel, so he borrowed the crew’s car and took 

her out to get some food outside the site. 

Since there were always film stars at the film site, it was not a rare thing for the residents to see Fu Shiyi 

at a restaurant. 

The two ordered some dishes and he reported the news to his brother on his phone. 

After he had finished the reports, he said, with a bright smile, “We are good friends now, right? Then I 

had better tell you something.” 

“What?” Gu Weiwei asked, swallowing a mouthful of water. 

“You know how much my second brother had bad mouthed you before?” Fu Shiyi looked angry. 

Gu Weiwei smiled deeply. She had seen through his act. 



“What did he say about me?” 

The two brothers had set each other up and he intended to punish Fu Shiqin through her hands. 

“He said that you look like a monster and eat more than a pig, and that you always drool over our eldest 

brother.” 

“He even said that you looked terrible wearing low-cut dresses because your breasts were so small.” 

.... 

Gu Weiwei gritted her teeth – her breasts were small?! 

Her breasts were naturally sized, alright? 

She knew that Fu Shiqin was always bad mouthing her back then, but she never expected that he could 

be so cruel with his words. 

“I was not at home back then, so he called me every day, complaining to me. Honestly, how can a man 

like him, bad mouth a girl behind her back, right?” Fu Shiyi smiled obediently. 

“He really did that?” Gu Weiwei looked lethal. 

Fu Shiyi nodded. “I can play the recorded audio to you if you don’t believe me.” 

“No thanks, he must have said all of that.” 

Gu Weiwei snorted. Fu Shiqin had never said anything nice to her in front of her face, let alone behind 

her back. 

“Also, when my brother came to celebrate your birthday with you, he complained to me that you were 

the cause of all his troubles and because of you, he and the staff of the company had to work overtime.” 

Fu Shiyi became increasingly annoyed as he spoke, as if Fu Shiqin wasn’t bad mouthing her, but him 

instead. 

“It seems that I need to speak with your second brother when I get back.” Gu Weiwei snorted. 

A flash of a victory smile crossed Fu Shiyi’s eyes. Fu Shiqin was definitely going to be in trouble! 

Chapter 194: Small Breasts? 

In the days that followed, Fu Shiyi kept telling her about how terrible Fu Shiqin had behaved. 

Tang Shaoqi had been doing the scenes in the few days that followed until finally, they reached the last 

scene. 

Tang Shaoqi had teamed up with the Jin State and killed a general of the Southern Song Dynasty, who 

was also one of the murderers that killed the Tang Family years back. 

Gu Changfeng and Lin Qingxue joined forces and broke the conspiracy of the Jin State that intended to 

overthrow the Southern Song Dynasty... 



Tang Shaoqi was now being hunted by the righteous men and she had yet to have her meeting with Gu 

Changfeng, at Shili Pavilion, where they were supposed to have a deadly fight against each other. 

Shili Pavilion was located on a cliff and had a view that spanned for miles around. 

Like before, Tang Shaoqi showed up alone at the pavilion, waiting for Gu Changfeng to arrive. 

She had waited for him here for a whole day, years back, but he had missed the meeting... but today, he 

was here, intending to take her life. 

“Gu Changfeng, why were you not here years back?” 

“Why should we talk about the past right now?” Gu Changfeng pulled out his sword and pointed it at 

the Master of the Tang Family as he said, one word after another, 

“It is time for you to pay back the bloodbath debt of the Xuanyuan Group.” 

Tang Shaoqi laughed self-mockingly, pulled out her blade and turned around, looking lethal. 

The two of them had a huge fight in the pavilion, which then collapsed because of the fierceness of their 

combat. 

Finally, Tang Shaoqi lost and died in a pool of her own blood. 

She uttered a weak sound as she smiled brightly. 

“Gu Changfeng, you have just won.” 

.... 

Gu Changfeng buried her on the mount of Shili Pavilion and it was not until many years later when he 

learnt from others a piece of news. 

The Master of the Tang Family was not a man, but a very pretty girl. 

The Director said through the loudspeaker happily, “Tang Shaoqi’s work is done!” 

The crew members set off the fireworks, clapping as they celebrated. 

Gu Weiwei got up from the ground, wiped off the fake blood on her face and thanked everyone. 

“Go home and take a good rest. There will be promotional pitches coming soon.” Yi An said with 

concern. 

“Okay, then let’s meet in the capital.” 

Gu Weiwei waved goodbye to everyone, removed the makeup and quickly got changed. 

She had already packed up everything, so she just grabbed her luggage from her hotel room and directly 

headed to the airport. 

It was already one in the morning when she arrived in the capital. When her assistant took their luggage 

she turned on her phone; Fu Hanzheng’s call immediately came through. 

“Are you off the plane now?” 



Startled, Gu Weiwei realized that it was Fu Shiyi who had revealed her routine to his brother. 

“Yes, I just got my luggage.” 

“Come through the VIP passage, I am waiting.” Fu Hanzheng said. 

Gu Weiwei hung up, waved goodbye to her assistant and went to the VIP passage with her luggage. 

Sure enough, she saw this elegant-looking man waiting at the end of the VIP passage. 

Fu Hanzheng took her luggage and said, “Why did you not inform me that you were coming back, ahead 

of time.” 

If Fu Shiyi had not told him about the flight, he would not have known that she was coming home today. 

“I am so hungry and sleepy.” Gu Weiwei threw a very pitiful look at him. 

Sure enough, Fu Hanzheng did not ask her anything more, but took her out of the passage and into the 

car. 

The moment she climbed into the car, she saw Fu Shiqin working over a business plan on his laptop. He 

looked angry just at the sight of Gu Weiwei. 

“Why not come back home tomorrow? Why today?” 

He was so busy already but he still had to come and pick her up as their driver. 

If he had stayed silent, Gu Weiwei would not have thought of what Fu Shiyi had told her these last few 

days. 

“Second Master, I heard that you said that I look like a monster and eat more than a pig?” 

“...” Fu Shiqin’s lips twitched. 

Third Brother, you are going to die wherever you are! 

“And you said that my breasts are very small, how did you know that?” Gu Weiwei asked, annoyedly. 

“They are not small.” Fu Hanzheng said. 

“I am not asking you anything!” Gu Weiwei glared at him. 

Fu Shiqin was speechless. 

Chapter 195: Bed Sharing 

The moment they came back to the apartment, Fu Shiqin helped with the luggage. Fu Hanzheng turned 

to him and said ruthlessly, “I heard that something has happened to the mine in Africa.” 

Fu Shiqin felt his hair standing up on the back of his neck – something bad was coming. 

“Go over there to check on it and don’t come back until the problem is solved.” 

Having said this, Fu Hanzheng went into the dining room and warmed up some dinner for his girlfriend. 



“Brother, are you... serious about Africa?” 

Fu Shiqin just could not believe that he was being dispatched to sort out the mining in Africa where wild 

lions and cheetahs roam around! 

Wasn’t he worried that those animals would eat up his brother? 

“Leave tomorrow.” Fu Hanzheng said seriously. 

“I...” Fu Shiqin felt both annoyed and wronged. “Just because I said that she...” 

“She what?” Fu Hanzheng squinted coldly. 

“That was before! She kept pestering you and you also complained about her being annoying! Now you 

are making me take the blame, that is just too cruel!” Fu Shiqin argued. 

At that time, he did not know how pretty Mu Weiwei was and he still did not understand why she used 

to dress so terribly. 

Gu Weiwei pulled her luggage back into her room only to find that her room was different. 

Her bed was gone... and so was her wardrobe. The entire room had been turned into a walk-in closet 

and was filled with the latest clothes, from all the expensive brands. 

“Where is my room?” 

“I bought you too many clothes to fit in the wardrobe, so it has been turned into a walk-in closet.” Fu 

Hanzheng said. 

“Then where should I sleep?” 

Fu Hanzheng came to her and led her to his room. 

“Here is your room.” 

“Where is yours?” Gu Weiwei gazed at this newly-embellished room in astonishment. 

“It is mine too.” Fu Hanzheng said. 

Gu Weiwei panicked as she saw this new room that looked like a newlyweds room. 

First he moved in and then he climbed into her bed. Now, because she was away from home for two 

months, he tore down her room and forced her to share a room with him. 

“I will not sleep well if we share the same bed.” 

“You will get used to it.” Fu Hanzheng said. 

They were going to share a bed sooner or later and she had to get used to sleeping by his side. 

Gu Weiwei sighed as she felt her forehead. Why did she come back before the filming finished? 

If she had waited until school had opened, she could have done the registration and gone to the 

promotional pitch afterwards. 



Now she had to share the same bed with this man. 

“Go and wash your hands, your dinner is ready.” Fu Hanzheng felt her forehead. 

Gu Weiwei gritted her teeth. Anyway, she was going to be away for another one month soon because of 

the promotion, so she could deal with the current situation for the time being. 

She was going to call Jolin tomorrow and beg him to arrange more work for her. 

It would be best if she became so busy that she did not have to come home, even for a single day. 

She washed her hands and went to the dining room, where Fu Hanzheng had already presented the 

warmed dishes in front of her. 

“Eat first, I need to deal with something.” 

She nodded, finished the dinner in the dining room and went to take a shower, before changing into her 

pajamas. 

When she went into the room after showering, Fu Hanzheng had already finished his work and was 

waiting for her in bed. 

She took a deep breath and forced herself to climb under the blanket; she then yawned, closed her eyes 

and started to fall asleep. 

Seeing that she was so tired, Fu Hanzheng just kissed her on the lips without doing anything more. 

“Good night.” 

She had thought that she would struggle to sleep throughout the entire night, but in reality she was too 

sleepy to keep her eyes open and quickly fell asleep after a few minutes. 

In the morning, she was kissed awake by Fu Hanzheng. 

“Do you need to work today?” 

“No, I am off.” She answered drowsily, turned around and continued to sleep. 

Fu Hanzheng kissed her softly on her lips. “Get up now, come with me to the company.” 

“Why am I going to your company?” Gu Weiwei asked suddenly. 

Shiyi Culture was a subordinate company of Fu’s Enterprise; she did not need to visit the headquarters 

whatsoever. 

Fu Hanzheng picked her up and carried her into the walk-in closet. 

“Get dressed and keep me company at work.” 

“...” 

Chapter 196: The President’s Mysterious Girlfriend 

It was busy at the headquarters of Fu’s Enterprise. 



Directors of all departments had come to the 19th floor early in the morning, waiting for the morning 

session that was going to take place at nine. They were going to discuss the plan for the new projects as 

well as the progress of the current ongoing projects. 

However, their President, who was always punctual... 

Turned out to be running late today! 

The directors of all the departments gathered around Xu Qian. “Assistant Xu, can you call the President 

and ask if he is coming to the company today or not?” 

This was because they truly didn’t dare to urge the President to come to work. 

Xu Qian took a look at the elevator and his lips twitched as he saw the man coming out of the elevator. 

“Xu Qian, get ready for the session in ten minutes.” 

Fu Hanzheng said as he walked past the crowd, holding Gu Weiwei’s hand, and into his office. 

The directors were dumbfounded as they saw the President coming towards them from the elevator. 

They just could not believe their eyes. 

So the president had... a girl with him at work? 

The girl was dressed in a light purple dress with shining, white skin. Her figure was slim and 

proportioned well. 

However, she was wearing a face mask, so it was not possible to see what she looked like but they could 

see her eyes which weren’t hidden. She had long eyelashes and from what they could see, she looked 

very pretty. 

The Director of the Planning Department dropped his freshly-brewed coffee and the other directors all 

wore expressions of amazement, as they saw the 

President going into his office, holding the girl’s hand. 

Gu Weiwei arrived home at two am the night before and did not go to bed until three in the morning. 

She was in the middle of sleeping when she was forced to come to the company, so she dozed off the 

moment she slumped down onto the sofa. 

Fu Hanzheng also understood that she had not had a good night’s sleep the night before but she was 

leaving soon. 

So he must have her with him wherever he goes. 

“I am going to the meeting, lie down on the sofa and sleep.” 

Gu Weiwei nodded with drowsy eyes, kicked off her shoes and was already falling asleep. 

Fu Hanzheng picked up the phone and dialed the internal line. 

“Xu Qian, get her a blanket.” 



One minute later, Xu Qian came in with a thin blanket. 

Fu Hanzheng covered her up with the blanket, removed her mask and said to Xu Qian. 

“No one is allowed to come into my office today.” 

“Got it, Boss.” Xu Qian nodded and told the secretary. 

Outside the President’s office, the directors with tens of millions of yuan as their yearly salary, all gazed 

at the door of the office. 

Every single one of them, expected to suddenly be able to see through the door, just so they could take 

a look at what the mysterious girl looked like. 

One newly appointed man said, “The President’s girlfriend can’t be Manager Meng, she does not look 

like her.” 

“To hell with Manager Meng, here is the real girlfriend!” 

“You are way behind the curve – the President has never said that Manager Meng is his girlfriend, let 

alone having a date with her!” 

“This girl is apparently much younger and prettier than Manager Meng.” 

“President keeps buying diamonds and roses, all for this girl. He has spoiled her rotten!” 

.... 

As the office door opened, the crowd instantly rushed into the meeting room. 

Fu Hanzheng spoke as soon as he entered the meeting room. 

“We’ll start with the Planning Department.” 

The director opened his files and his face visibly turned shocked. 

Damn, all the gossiping had made him bring in the wrong file. 

“What is it?” Fu Hanzheng frowned. 

The Director said discreetly, “Sorry, I got the wrong file.” 

The other directors shot him a sympathetic look. When someone else made such a mistake last time, he 

was almost fired. 

They were just about to feel sorry for this director, when the strict President said, “Go and get the right 

one now.” He spoke very gently. 

The Director was so shocked that he did not come back to himself, until his colleague elbowed him. 

They had always been on the last of their fraying nerves at meetings but surprisingly, they found that 

the president of today was incredibly gentle. 

As the session came to the halfway point, and all the plans were presented, the discussion and debating 

of ideas started. 



Fu Hanzheng looked down and checked the time. He turned and whispered to Xu Qian, “Buy some 

breakfast and bring it to the office.” 

She might get up soon and be hungry; she had missed breakfast this morning. 

Chapter 197: Spoiled 

Gu Weiwei slept for more than an hour and felt that she was full of energy when she woke up. 

Xu Qian entered the office with a freshly made breakfast. “Miss. Mu, here is your breakfast.” 

“Thank you.” 

Gu Weiwei took it without hesitating, she happened to be feeling rather hungry. 

“Anything else you need, Miss. Mu?” 

Gu Weiwei did not think that eating breakfast on the sofa was very practical or comfortable, so she 

carried the food over to Fu Hanzheng’s desk. 

“The meeting is not finished yet?” 

“The project is not going well, so the meeting may last longer than expected.” Xu Qian replied honestly. 

Gu Weiwei nodded. “Okay, you can go now.” 

Sitting in the office alone, she ate breakfast as she sized up Fu Hanzheng’s office. 

Sure enough, the office style was as boring as him. 

She had just eaten half of her breakfast when Fu Hanzheng returned from the meeting. 

Seeing her occupying the desk, he asked Xu Qian to put the delivered files onto the table, and sat down 

on the sofa to work. 

“In fifteen minutes, tell them to send in an even more detailed analysis report.” He said as he glanced at 

Gu Weiwei sitting at his desk. 

“Or tell them to meet in the office.” 

“No need, this place will do.” Gu Weiwei said, she then finished eating her breakfast, put on the mask 

and used his desk and computer to play online games. 

When Fu Shiqin and the Manager of the Operation Department, as well as the other directors of the 

Planning Department, entered the office, they spotted the President’s desk. 

This place, which was considered as ‘the King’s Seat’, was currently occupied by a pretty girl... and their 

President was forced to work on the sofa instead. 

They were just discreetly reporting their updated analysis, when suddenly a sound arose from the 

direction of the desk. 

“First Blood!” 

The Manager of the Operation Department glanced in the direction of the desk, his lips twitching. 



He cleared his throat and was about to continue with the report when another sound arose from behind 

the computer. 

“Double Kill!” 

Gritting his teeth, Fu Shiqin glared at Gu Weiwei. 

“We are in the middle of a meeting!” 

He had just thrown an angry look at Gu Weiwei when he received an equally cold look from his brother. 

Then, he turned to Gu Weiwei seated behind the desk and softly said, “Continue with your game, don’t 

mind about us.” 

“....” Fu Shiqin felt heartbroken. 

Someone had made a rule of not playing any games in the company and when he used to take breaks 

and have some fun... one month of his salary was removed. 

Yet this same ‘someone’, was allowing his girlfriend to use his computer and play games right in front of 

his staff! 

The Director of the Planning Department glanced at the girl, who was focused on playing her games, in 

the King’s Seat and realized that because their boss spoiled this girl rotten, she was going to be their 

future Mrs. President. 

The staff managed to finish delivering the report with the sound of gaming as their background. 

The President was being incredibly kind and gentle, almost making everyone be moved to tears. 

When the report was finished, Fu Shiqin started complaining the moment he stepped out of the office. 

“Damn it brother! I play games and get fined whilst she is allowed to do anything!” 

However, the staff who followed him out of the office said, “Second Master, do you know the 

President’s girlfriend personally?” 

“Yes, what’s the problem?” 

Fu Shiqin gritted his teeth in loathing the moment he thought about having to board the plane, for 

Africa, tonight. 

The Director of the Planning Department said sincerely, with his hands clasped together, “Please, 

convince her to keep the President company at work every single day, please!” 

When she was around, the President was in a good mood and when the President was in a good mood, 

everyone would have a wonderful time. 

Chapter 198: The Enemy Is Here 

The news that the President had brought his girlfriend with him to work, had spread all over the 

headquarters. 



One female employee from the Marketing Department happened to witness the scene, when she was 

delivering documents up to the 19th floor. When she returned to the Marketing Department, she 

announced excitedly, “Breaking news! Really Breaking News!” 

“You saw the President again?” One female employee asked with a smile, as she was doing her makeup. 

All the female employees at Fu’s Enterprise drooled over Fu Hanzheng. 

“No, I saw the President with his girlfriend, here at work!” 

Some people from the Public Relations Department drew closer to them as they heard the gossip from 

the opposite side. 

“That must have been Manager Meng, right?” 

Manager Meng had not yet shown up at the company, so she must be on the 19th floor with the 

President. 

The gossiping girl snorted at the woman who was wearing heavy makeup. 

“I am sorry, but it is not Manager Meng that I saw with him, but instead someone who is much younger 

and prettier than her!” 

“What does she look like?” The women from the Marketing Department asked curiously. 

“She was wearing a mask so I could not see her face but her skin is really smooth, just like an egg 

without a shell! Her eyelashes are long and curly, I am so jealous!” 

“Wearing a mask? The President’s girlfriend would never wear a mask, you must have seen it wrong.” 

The female employee from the Public Relations Department snorted. 

Every woman who had Fu Hanzheng with her, would never try to conceal her face. 

“Believe it or not, everyone on the 19th floor saw the President coming out of the elevator with her, 

hand in hand!” 

“Hand in hand?! I don’t think Manager Meng has ever been hand in hand with the President at all.” 

“Anyway, she always thinks of herself as the next Mrs. President, but the President has never 

acknowledged her like that. The real Mrs. President is here today!” 

“True, Manager Meng keeps on flattering Mrs. Fu every day and assumes that she is the next Mrs 

President already!” 

.... 

Women tend to have problems with each other and many female employees of the Marketing 

Department did not like Meng Ruya. Especially when she kept putting on the air of the next Mrs. 

President. 

They were still gossiping when Meng Ruya appeared in the doorway. They all fell silent. 



Meng Ruya was smiling as she was passing by the office of the Marketing Department, yet when she 

returned to the office at the Public Relations Department her face had sunk. 

“Manager Meng, don’t take their words seriously. Mrs. Fu has said that no one other than you is suitable 

for the Fu Family.” The employee said in a flattering tone. 

Manager Meng was elegant and graceful, born from a rich family, and she was liked by Mrs. Fu. So she 

was definitely going to become the future Mrs. President! 

“No more gossiping at work! Give me the promotion plan for the new project in one hour.” Meng Ruya 

returned to her own office without turning around. 

She had not found out who the b*tch by Fu Hanzheng’s side was after she had tried so hard for two 

months and today, she had come to the company! 

She waited for an hour and then the promotional plan was finally delivered into her hands. 

Meng Ruya did her makeup calmly and walked over to the elevator with the promotional plan in hand. 

She was going to see who on earth had made Fu Hanzheng so possessed! 

She had just walked out of the elevator and was about to enter the office when Xu Qian stopped her. 

“Manager Meng, just leave the promotional plan with me.” 

His boss had gotten so angry last time about what had happened, so unless it was for the working 

report, he would never have dared to let this woman in. 

“I need to make a statement to President Fu in person.” Meng Ruya said in a very diplomatic way. 

Xu Qian thought for a while and said, “President Fu is in the middle of a meeting, you can go there to 

deliver the report.” 

Meng Ruya went into the meeting room with the file, yet failed to find the woman Fu Hanzheng had 

brought with him. 

When she thought that Xu Qian was stopping her from entering the office, she realized that the girl 

must be inside Fu Hanzheng’s office. 

She was just thinking about how to reveal that woman’s face after delivering the report, when a girl in a 

light purple dress entered the meeting room. 

“Fu Hanzheng...” 

Chapter 199: Filled with Love 

This voice sounded very familiar. 

Meng Ruya threw a sharp look at the girl entering the room. She looked very familiar and sounded very 

familiar too. 

It seemed as if they had met somewhere before. 



Gu Weiwei was about to speak when she saw Meng Ruya, who was gazing at her. She could not help but 

frown. 

Meng Ruya went to Jinxiu Compound with Mrs. Fu, in a surprise visit last time, and today she must have 

learnt of her arrival, so she came to figure out who she was. 

Meng Ruya was not someone she needed to fear but if she learnt about her real identity, she would 

definitely tell Mrs. Fu. 

Mrs. Fu did not like her and if she knew she was with Fu Hanzheng, she would definitely try all that she 

could to cause her trouble. 

She was in the middle of establishing a career in the film industry and she truly did not want any trouble 

coming her way. 

Fu Hanzheng leaned forward and asked. “Need anything?” 

Gu Weiwei glanced at the staff in the meeting room and a touch of a sinister smile, flashed across her 

eyes. Then she put on a very flirty tone and said, “Darling, my friends have asked me to have afternoon 

tea with them, can I go out for a while?” 

Fu Shiqin, who was in the middle of drinking some water, spit out everything in his mouth and shivered 

as all of the hair on his body stood on end. 

The top managers of Fu’s Enterprise shivered and glanced at their boss in disbelief – so their president 

liked this type of woman? 

Fu Hanzheng raised his eyebrows. “No.” 

Gu Weiwei stamped her feet. “You won’t play with me, and I am not allowed to go out either. You are 

such a naughty boy.” 

Fu Shiqin shook the wet files and glared at Gu Weiwei who had just morphed into a monster. 

He needed a sword to slay her! 

However, his brother was not frightened by how she behaved and said, with a joyful smile, “Wait for 

another half an hour. I will take you to lunch after the meeting.” 

“But I want to go out to play now.” 

Gu Weiwei had failed to scare Fu Hanzheng, but had managed to frighten herself. 

“Baby, just wait for a few more moments.” Fu Hanzheng said. He then reached out to her and asked her 

to sit down on the empty chair. 

Those high ranking managers almost fell off their chairs, when they heard him calling her ‘baby’. 

Seeing that she was unable to leave or continue speaking in such a flirty way any more... Gu Weiwei sat 

down next to him and texted Ji Cheng and Luo Qianqian that she would not be able to make it. 

Having appeased his girlfriend, Fu Hanzheng turned to the staff and said seriously, “Continue.” 



Exact half an hour later, the meeting was dismissed. 

Meng Ruya picked up the files, stood up to go over to Gu Weiwei and said, with a concerned smile, 

“Miss, don’t you feel hot wearing a mask right now?” 

Why was she wearing a mask on such a hot day? 

Hearing these words, Gu Weiwei took hold of Fu Hanzheng’s arm and said, “My honey says that I am too 

pretty to be exposed to anyone else. I am only for him to look at.” 

Having said this, she raised her head and asked Fu Hanzheng, “Isn’t that true, my dearest?” 

Fu Shiqin just could not stand it any more. He was on the verge of flipping the table! Why was she 

talking in such a strange way? 

Now he had lost his appetite. 

“Yes.” Fu Hanzheng answered cooperatively. 

Meng Ruya gritted her teeth, feeling extremely curious about who she was. 

But Fu Hanzheng was here, so she couldn’t just rip off her mask to see what she looked like. 

Fu Hanzheng exchanged a few words with the manager of the Operation Department and said, 

“Everyone, time for lunch. We will have a long-distance call with the partner of S Land.” 

They watched the usually cold and distant President leave happily with his girlfriend. 

The sight filled with love, made them lose their appetites. 

Chapter 200: Gu Siting and A Child 

Fu Hanzheng took her out for lunch, after seeing that she had been trapped in the office for the entire 

morning. 

However, he didn’t know very much about the restaurants in the neighbourhood, so he asked his 

brother Fu Shiqin to come along. 

Fu Shiqin recommended a private restaurant, and he started to order food as soon as he sat down 

because he always visited here. 

“Give the menu to her.” Fu Hanzheng glared at him. 

He was taking his girlfriend out for lunch, not him. 

Fu Shiqin gave the menu to Gu Weiwei obediently and asked his brother, as he gazed at him, “Brother, 

have you been possessed?” 

“What do you mean?” Fu Hanzheng asked. 

“She was being so flirty just now and no one was able to stand it, but you still allowed her to make a fuss 

in the meeting room.” Fu Shiqin felt ill when he thought of what had happened. 

However, unlike him, his brother wasn’t disgusted and enjoyed her flirtiness. 



He seriously suspected that his brother had been possessed by this woman. 

Gu Weiwei was reviewing the menu as she said, “Second Master, I think that you are definitely going to 

be a very promising miner in Africa, what about staying there for a few more months?” 

“Me...” Fu Shiqin pointed at himself and swallowed down all of his complaints. 

Gu Weiwei ordered a dish and glanced at Fu Hanzheng. 

“Honestly speaking, you were not disgusted?” 

Fu Hanzheng raised his lips. “I think it was lovely.” 

Especially when she called him ‘honey, darling’. 

“...” Gu Weiwei’s lip corners twitched. 

The dishes were soon served. Fu Shiqin was about to reach out for the ribs, when his brother removed 

the dish and placed it in front of Gu Weiwei and replaced it with a dish of sliced meat and bittermelon. 

Fu Shiqin bit his chopsticks. He should have stayed in the company for takeaway. 

Throughout the entire lunch, all the dishes that had been reached for by Gu Weiwei over three times, 

had been placed in front of her... whilst those that were not touched by her came to his side instead. 

Gu Weiwei finished her food and went to the bathroom. 

He had just gotten two pieces of ribs into his bowl when the phone rang. He wiped his hands instantly 

and answered the call when he saw the incoming caller. 

After the phone call, he looked slightly serious. 

“You were right. The project has run into a problem because of Gu’s Enterprise.” 

Fu Hanzheng’s face dimme and he fiddled with the teacup. 

“Who else dares to fight against the Fu Family except for him.” 

The Fu Family and the Gu Family were always on bad terms with each other, and they were each other’s 

worst enemies in the business field. 

Fu Shiqin drank a mouthful of water and complained, “Gu Siting must be crazy! He keeps causing us 

trouble these past two years and he always wants to have a hand in whatever we are doing!” 

Fu Hanzheng glanced a look at him. “Anything else?” 

Gu Siting was a sneaky man, and he had to be careful in case he took advantage of the situation. 

Fu Shiqin thought for a while and said, “The information says that Gu Siting is seeking a child.” 

“A child?” Fu Hanzheng frowned. 

“Yes, someone around three or four years old, but I’m not sure who it is.” 



Fu Hanzheng lowered his gaze and said after some consideration, “Keep up with the investigation, 

better find out who he is looking for. Find that child before he does.” 

The child Gu Siting was seeking must be of great importance to him. 

Fu Shiqin nodded and mumbled as something flashed across his mind. 

“Do you think it is a child from an affair?” 

Gu Weiwei had just come back from the bathroom and was about to enter the room, when she heard 

the name of Gu Siting. 

She stiffened as she stood outside the door, feeling faint as she heard the conversation between Fu 

Hanzheng and Fu Shiqin. 

She had once thought that she knew Gu Siting well. 

After rebirth, she realized that actually, she did not know him that well at all. 

Who was the child he was looking for? 

 


